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Wheat and Corn 
Summer …it’s time to harvest, ground, and then knead and bake nutritious bread by
hand!  We will learn more about traditional wooden tools before making some tasty
delicacies … Popcorn anyone?

Vegetables and Nutrition 
Our vegetable gardens, full of nutritional treasures, await us to share gardening activities,
pick fresh vegetables, and prepare tasty Mediterranean salads and herb sauces. Don’t
forget your little pot at the end of the day!

Milk and Cows 
On the AFS farm, we are proud of our cows and their milk! This is a chance to visit their ‘home’ at the
milking pen, observe the milking procedure, feed them, and prepare our own fresh cheese and yoghurt
jelly! As a keepsake of this experience, we will make a craft with the traditional milk glass bottle.

Alternative Gardening 
Let’s experiment with smart cultivation practices which combine imagination and creativity. From
natural revegetation clods and sowing in peppers or potatoes, to ideas for automatic watering and
an experimental hydroponics setup.

Sheep & Goats and Folk Art
 It is time to get to know the delicious and nutritional wealth of sheep and goat production
and the folk art tradition. We will make a milk beverage with natural flavors of fruit as well
as creations following traditional techniques of braiding felt. 

Honey and Aromas 
Like bees, we will “harvest” aromatic herbs and we will manufacture aromatic air
fresheners and candles. We will enjoy a walk to the beehive in full beekeeper suit and
then prepare delicacies with honey. 

Summer
on the Farm 2021

Pre-Kindergarten – Kindergarten children
 Grades 1 – 4

Fruit and Flavors 
… such as watermelon sorbet, dessert from fruit mix with yoghurt, and marmalade for the
winter. Take your pick! And like all good farmers, we do not forget to save the seeds!

Clay Workshop
Hanging ornaments and small containers for everyday use are some of our creative
constructions. We will also make our own natural clay with cooking and other natural
materials. 

Hens and Eggs 
rich in omega-3 fatty acids! We will visit the modern poultry farm and the traditional hen house looking for
the most delicious eggs for our omelet. This is also a chance for some experiments with eggs! 

Olive and “Circular Economy” 
otherwise, grandma’s economy! We do not throw anything, we make a good use of everything. The
olive tree serves as our example as it offers us the olives and the olive oil in our nutrition, but also      
combustible material, soap, and feed.  


